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Grab your favorite precut fabrics and whip up 15 easy projects from the Moda Bake Shop

designers. Helpful photos, clear instructions, detailed step-by-step illustrations, and clever tips

sprinkled throughout team up in a winning assortment of table toppers, wall hangings, and lap-

sized quilts. And just like your favorite baking recipes, you're sure to revisit and make these

projects for years to come.Each of the 15 projects in Best of Moda Bake Shop uses precut

fabrics to save time and effort.Concise instructions, clear illustrations, and helpful tips ensure

success for every skill level.Includes table toppers, wall hangings, and lap-sized quilts to suit

many styles and seasons.

From Kirkus ReviewsFrom psychology professor (Univ. of Washington) and marriage

researcher Gottman: an upbeat, easy-to-follow manual based on research into the dynamics of

married couples. Gottman describes his studies as being akin to a CAT scan of a living

relationship and asserts that he's been able to predict the future of marriages with an accuracy

rate of over 90 percent. In 1983 and 1986, his research team monitored more than a hundred

married couples in Indiana and Illinois with electrodes, video cameras, and microphones as

they attempted to work out real conflicts. Using the information derived from these sessions,

Gottman concludes here that a lasting relationship results from a couple's ability to resolve

conflicts through any of the three styles of problem-solving that are found in healthy marriages-

-validating, conflict-avoiding, and volatile. Numerous self-quizzes help couples determine the

style that best suits them. Gottman points out, however, that couples whose interactions are

marked by four characteristics--criticism, contempt, defensiveness, and withdrawal--are in

trouble, and he includes self-tests for diagnosing these destructive tactics, as well as steps for

countering them. Interestingly, Gottman asserts that the basis of a stable marriage can be

expressed mathematically: the ratio of positive to negative moments must be at least 5:1--and

he offers a four-step program for breaking through negativity and allowing one's natural

communication and problem-solving abilities to flourish. Mathematics and science aside,

there's plenty of old- fashioned, helpful, and worthwhile advice here about gender differences,

realistic expectations, love, and respect--advice that may appeal especially to those who enjoy

taking quizzes and analyzing relationships. -- Copyright ©1993, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights

reserved.From the Back CoverPsychologist John Gottman has spent 20 years studying what

makes a marriage last. Now you can use his tested methods to evaluate, strengthen, and

maintain your own long-term relationship. This breakthrough book guides you through a series

of self-tests designed to help you determine what kind of marriage you have, where your

strengths and weaknesses are, and what specific actions you can take to help your

marriage.You'll also learn:More sex doesn't necessarily improve a marriageFrequent arguing

will not lead to a divorceFinancial problems do not always spell trouble in a relationshipWives

who make sour facial expressions when their husbands talk are likely to be separated within

four yearsThere is a reason husbands withdraw from arguments--and there's a way around

itDr. Gottman tells you how to recognize attitudes that doom a marriage--contempt, criticism,

defensiveness, and stonewalling--and provides practical exercises, quizzes, tips, and

techniques that will help you understand and make the most of your relationship. You can avoid

patterns that lead to divorce, and Why Marriages Succeed or Fail will show you how.Excerpt. ©

Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1WHAT MAKES MARRIAGE WORK?



Have you and your spouse ever planned a big romantic getaway only to find that once alone

together, you fall into the same argument you've had twenty times before? Maybe it's about

plans for the future -- whether to buy a bigger house, when or if to have a child, how to save for

retirement. Or perhaps it's a past wound -- the way he acted on the honeymoon, or her fling

with a co-worker that ended years ago. Or it could be a never-ending debate over housework,

disciplining the children, when to have sex, or how to spend vacations.I know a woman who

traveled with her husband all the way to New Zealand, only to have a nasty spat the night of

their arrival. He wanted to go deep-sea diving the next day; she wanted to sun on the

beach."Your ideas are always so reckless," she fumed. "Why can't you just act like the middle-

aged man you are?"He retaliated, "You stifle my sense of adventure," adding a note of quiet

contempt: "You bore me to tears."Soon she was in tears, as their cross-fire continued for about

an hour, until they finally called a truce. Stinging from one another's insults, they sat there

realizing a worse pain: they could travel to the end of the earth together and still be stuck in a

war that stared fifteen years ago, fighting the same battles over and over again.Sound familiar?

Or are you and your spouse more likely to avoid such skirmishes at all costs? Perhaps you're

more like another couple I'm familiar with, who will float through such a vacation together,

giving in to one another's wishes, carefully sidestepping any potential disagreement, burying

past disappointments, stifling any complaints, ignoring any suggestion of conflict. If you and

your spouse are this way, the odds are neither of you would say what's really on your minds;

that way there's no friction and nobody gets hurt. These are peaceful matches -- except for this

occasional, unpredictable twinge of restlessness. It might surface, say, when he tosses his

jacket over his shoulder in a certain way, or when she brushes a wisp of hair from her eyes with

the back of her hand. It's these small, familiar gestures that can make you remember: There

used to be more passion here. You wonder what happened to all the laughter and affection.

When did life together become so flat and colorless?Or, maybe, at least sometimes, your

marriage is like that of another couple I know. They go out for a Sunday afternoon in town

together. She wants to do some browsing in shops; he starts to get visibly impatient. She

begins to sulk, thinking, "He doesn't really want to spend time with me. He's so uncaring."

Meanwhile, he broods, "She's spending too much money -- she's so selfish. Why can't we just

enjoy going for a walk?" And for the rest of the afternoon the two are caught in separate

ruminations about each other's faults.Or, perhaps you and your mate are like still another

couple, no longer even spending such time together. Come Sunday, she's caught up in a whirl

of chores, helping the kids with school projects, trying to get the laundry done and the house in

order; he's out playing softball, working on the car, or watching football on TV, or puttering

somewhere. If your relationship has lots of times like this, the two of you may be living in

parallel universes under the same roof.And yet this is the person you loved so deeply when

you got married, the person you sincerely meant to stick with through the joys and hardships of

life. But despite your best wishes, there are moments when it seems impossible. It's as though

some powerful, subterranean current takes hold of you both and leads you down a path of

negative thinking, destructive feelings, painful action and reaction, drifting toward isolation and

loneliness.What is this mysterious current? Today, as we witness the dissolution of so many

marriages, it becomes more crucial than ever to find an answer. And finding that answer has

been the mission of my research these past two decades. Through intense, detailed

observations of hundreds of couples like these, I have charted the invisible emotional currents

between husbands and wives, underground streams of feeling that can burst to the surface

either as a spring of harmony or a well of discontent.In pursuit of the truth about what tears a

marriage apart or binds it together, I have found that much of the conventional wisdom -- even



among many marital therapists -- is misguided or dead wrong. For example, some marital

patterns that even professionals often take as a sign of a problem -- such as having intense

fights, or avoiding conflict altogether -- I have found can signify highly successful adjustments

that will keep a couple together. And fighting -- when it airs grievances and complaints -- can

be one of the healthiest things a couple can do for their relationship (indeed, how you fight is

one of the most telling ways to diagnose the health of your marriage). You will see more clearly

why such conventional assumptions are dead wrong as you read my explanation of the often

elusive emotional dynamics of marriage, dynamics I have mapped in a simple model that can

serve as a template for seeing your own marriage with new eyes.The good news is that if you

become familiar with these maps of what shapes the emotional currents in marriage for better

or worse, the seemingly elusive forces that are at work in your own relationship need not be so

mysterious to you, nor are you at their mercy anymore. In this book I will show you how to

detect these forces in your own relationship so that you can see the hidden emotional profile of

your marriage as though through an X ray. By making these hidden forces visible, you can start

to control the direction of your marital journey -- calling a final truce on destructive arguments,

corrosive ways of thinking about each other, and the downward spiral of reactions that can

destroy a marriage. Instead, you can open the door to a more vital, fulfilling

relationship.DEMYSTIFYING THE MARRIAGE CRISISIf you are worried about the future of

your marriage you have plenty of company. There's no denying that this is a frightening time for

American couples. More than half of all first marriages end in divorce. Second marriages do

worse, failing at a rate of about 60 percent. Although many social scientists believed that

divorce rates had leveled off in the 1980s, new data suggest the opposite: the divorce rate is

actually getting worse as time goes on. A 1989 study of U.S. Census records by researchers at

the University of Wisconsin found that, based on 1985 data, divorce among recent first

marriages stood at a shocking 67 percent. In other words, two out of every three new couples

are headed for divorce -- unless something changes. That "something" is what this book is

about -- how to change your marriage to save it.There's no question that the statistics are

distressing, especially if you fear that your own marriage may be in danger. What makes the

numbers even more disturbing is that no one seems to understand why our marriages have

become so fragile. It is as if some hidden, evil force is loose in America that is making

marriages fall apart. But the reason marriage and its troubles seem so mysterious is really

quite simple: until recently, almost no scientific studies of this complex relationship had been

done. The vast majority of books of advice to couples have been based, at best, on the insights

marital therapists have gained from the couples they happened to see, and, at worst, on mere

anecdote and theoretical musings.And most of the research on marriage has suffered, in my

opinion, from a number of flaws ranging from asking the wrong questions to conclusions that

are simply not valid. The solution, of course, is to conduct solid experiments that examine

stable and troubled marriages, systematically tracing the emotional currents that lead one

couple to drift apart and another to flow through life together. For the past two decades my

research teams have been doing just that. The result has been a number of surprising,

scientifically sound findings that go a long way to filling in the knowledge gap. I have written

this book to share our latest results with you and to offer my best understanding of just how

you can strengthen your marriage, no matter how rocky it may seem.Of course, not all couples

ought to stay married. But I do think it's disturbing that the majority of people marrying today

will be unsuccessful at nurturing and holding onto their most precious relationship -- all the

more disturbing because, I believe, an accurate diagnosis of the fault lines in a marriage can

help any couple build a stronger union.On your wedding day you had hopes for a happy,



blissful union, and I believe that despite the rising divorce rate you can still fulfill that dream --

even if your marriage has started to show signs of trouble. Although our research is far from

complete, our current findings offer the most accurate picture available of why some marriages

succeed and others fail -- and what you can do to improve your own chances of ending up on

the positive side of the odds.BOB AND WENDY: THE PIONEERSEarly in my career as a

psychologist, a young couple came to me for help with their ailing marriage. Bob and Wendy,

as I'll call them, were a passionate, loving pair who had been attracted to each other's opposite

nature. Wendy was energetic, spontaneous, and had a flair for design. Bob was more

conservative, intellectual, with a penchant for order. He loved her vivaciousness and found her

exciting -- "a hit of a gypsy." She was drawn to his reason, his dependability, his even

temper.But once they were married with a child, the stresses of family life began to bear down.

Wendy worked full time in a fast-paced media job. Bob was struggling to get through graduate

school while caring for the baby and the house. By the time I met them, rather than marveling

in the charms that had drawn them together, they had begun to disdain one another's habits."I

don't know how you can be so sloppy," B...Review"There's plenty of old-fashioned, helpful, and

worthwhile advice here about gender differences, realistic expectations, love, and respect." ---

Kirkus --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the

AuthorJohn M. Gottman, PhD, is a New York Times bestselling author and a professor emeritus

of psychology at the University of Washington in Seattle. His many books include The Seven

Principles for Making Marriage Work and The Relationship Cure.Educated at Juilliard, Paul

Costanzo brings the sensitivity and nuance of a classical music background to his twenty-five-

plus years of voice acting, and AudioFile magazine has called his narration "superb." --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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BEST OFA Sweet Batch of Quilts Perfect for PrecutsCompiled by Lisa CalleBest of Moda Bake

Shop: A Sweet Batch of Quilts Perfect for Precuts© 2020 by Martingale &

Company®Martingale19021 120th Ave. NE, Ste. 102Bothell, WA 98011-9511 USAeBook

Edition: 2020No part of this product may be reproduced in any form, unless otherwise stated,

in which case reproduction is limited to the use of the purchaser. The written instructions,

photographs, designs, projects, and patterns are intended for the personal, noncommercial use

of the retail purchaser and are under federal copyright laws; they are not to be reproduced by

any electronic, mechanical, or other means, including informational storage or retrieval

systems, for commercial use. Permission is granted to photocopy patterns for the personal use

of the retail purchaser. Attention teachers: Martingale encourages you to use this book for

teaching, subject to the restrictions stated above.The information in this book is presented in

good faith, but no warranty is given nor results guaranteed. Since Martingale has no control

over choice of materials or procedures, the company assumes no responsibility for the use of

this information.SPECIAL THANKSPhotography for this book was taken at the homes

of:Lianne Anderson in Arlington, WashingtonTracie Fish in Kenmore, WashingtonJulie Smiley

in Des Moines, IowaStephanie Sullivan in Issaquah, WashingtonContentsIntroductionCandied

HeartsChristmas BaublesSugar TwistWashi Tape StarsVintage CheckerboardPinwheelsA

Lightbulb MomentXs and OsGarden PlotsWhere the Heart IsFairgroundHomespunDresden

ButterfliesColor WeaveTwin PopsThe Bake Shop DesignersIntroductionWelcome to Moda

Bake Shop! If you love precuts the way most quilters do, and you’re hungry for great new ways

to show them off, you’ve come to the right place. With all the scrumptious designs from the

“bakers” in this book, you’ve got a cupboard full of 15 fabulous recipes for quilting

success.Enjoy tantalizing projects to satisfy your quilty cravings throughout the year. You’ll find

everything from a sweet Candied Hearts design to Dresden Butterflies, Pinwheels, a

summertime Twin Pops pattern, and two festive Christmas quilts. As you flip through the pages,

you’ll discover delightful projects ranging in size from an 18½" x 24" wall hanging to a 70½" x

88½" bed quilt. Every design is photographed to perfection and includes clear, step-by-step

instructions so that you can relax and enjoy the process.The excitement begins as you gather

up your favorite ingredients—Layer Cakes, charm squares, mini-charm squares, Jelly Rolls, fat

quarters, or fat eighths. Once you’ve collected the fabric precuts listed for each project, delight

in knowing that most of the cutting is already done!Every quilt is a joy to create with the experts

at Moda Bake Shop at your side. You’ll be inspired to play with the fabrics you love and put

them together in fresh new ways to concoct something truly delectable.Ready to bake up a

yummy quilt design that’s sure to make your friends drool? Just open the book, stir in some

inspiration from the photos, and add precuts to taste. Quilted deliciousness awaits!FROM THE

KITCHEN OF: Lauren Terry; quilted by Melissa KellyRECIPE FOR:Candied HeartsWhen

Lauren set out to create this pattern, she wanted to incorporate hearts into a design in a subtle

way. The result is sure to win the affection of anyone who sees this delightful quilt! The overall

geometric layout draws the eye first, and then the viewer notices that the block is made up of

little hearts.YIELDSFINISHED QUILT: 59" x 59"FINISHED BLOCK: 8½" x

8½"INGREDIENTSYardage is based on 42"-wide fabric and one Layer Cake (precut 10"

squares). For best results, use bold colors for the hearts.2!] yards of white solid for blocks,

sashing, and inner border42 squares, 10" x 10" each, of assorted prints for blocks1¼ yards of

red print for sashing and outer border½ yard of navy solid for binding3!] yards of fabric for

backing65" x 65" piece of batting6½" square ruler with a 45° lineWashable glue



stickCUTTINGAll measurements include ¼" seam allowances.From the white solid, cut:• 15

strips, 1" x 42"; crosscut into:64 rectangles, 1" x 4½"272 squares, 1" x 1"• 5 strips, 2½" x 42";

crosscut into 64 squares, 2½" x 2½". Cut each square in half diagonally to yield 128 triangles

(label as A).• 10 strips, 4" x 42"; crosscut into:24 rectangles, 4" x 9"32 squares, 4" x 4". Cut

each square in half diagonally to yield 64 triangles (label as B).• 2 strips, 3" x 42"; crosscut into

18 squares, 3" x 3". Cut each square in half diagonally to yield 36 triangles (label as C).• 5

strips, 2" x 42"From the assorted print squares, cut:• 64 pairs of matching 2½" x 4½"

rectangles (128 total)From the red print, cut:• 6 strips, 6" x 42"• 1 strip, 2¾" x 42"; crosscut into

9 squares, 2¾" x 2¾"From the navy solid, cut:• 7 strips, 2¼" x 42"MAKING THE HEART

BLOCKSPress seam allowances in the directions indicated by the arrows.1 Draw a diagonal

line from corner to corner on the wrong side of 256 white 1" squares. Place a marked square

on one corner of a print rectangle, right sides together. Sew on the marked line. Trim the

excess corner fabric ¼" from the stitched line. Place a marked square on an adjacent corner of

the same rectangle. Sew and trim as before to make a unit measuring 2½" x 4½", including

seam allowances. Repeat to make an identical unit. On one unit, press the seam allowances

toward the white triangle. On the other unit, press the seam allowances toward the print

rectangle. Make 64 pairs of matching units.Glue Baste the SquaresWhen working with 1"

squares, use a washable glue stick to glue baste the pieces before sewing. Apply a small dab

of glue to the outer corners of the rectangle. Position the squares on top, align the raw edges,

and finger-press. Be sure to apply the glue in the corner only, so you don’t sew through the

glue and so it doesn’t show on the right side of the unit.2 Join two matching units with seam

allowances pressed in opposite directions. Refer to step 1 of “Trimming Perfect Hearts” on

page 9 to trim the unit bottom to make a heart unit. Make 64 units.3 Sew white A triangles to

opposite sides of a heart unit, centering the long edge of the triangle with the edge of the

heart. Center and sew a white B triangle to the top to make a corner unit. Make 64 units.4

Square up each unit by aligning the 4½" markings on a square ruler with the bottom edges of

the unit; trim the excess white fabric from the top edges. The unit should measure 4½" square,

including seam allowances. Trim the excess white from the block sides as well.5 Lay out four

heart units, four white 1" x 4½" rectangles, and one white 1" square in three rows. Sew into

rows. Join the rows to make a block. Make 16 blocks measuring 9" square, including seam

allowances.MAKING THE SASHING UNITS1 Center and sew white C triangles to opposite

sides of a red square. Trim the ends of the triangles even with the edges of the square. Make

nine.2 Sew white C triangles to the two remaining sides of the red square to make a sashing

unit. Trim to 4" square, including seam allowances. Make nine units.Easy as PieTrimming

Perfect HeartsTrim units easily using a ruler with a 45° angle line.1. Align the 45° line with the

vertical center of the heart and the point of the ruler at the bottom of the unit. Trim off the

bottom corners of the unit to form a point.To remove the distraction of lines, flip your cutting

mat to the blank side.2. Sew white A and B triangles to the heart shape as in step 3, then use a

square ruler to trim again. This time, trim the unit to 4½" square, cutting the excess off the

white edges only.ASSEMBLING THE QUILT TOP1 Join four Heart blocks and three white 4" x

9" rectangles to make a block row measuring 9" x 45", including seam allowances. Make four

rows.2 Join four white 4" x 9" rectangles and three sashing units to make a sashing row

measuring 4" x 45", including seam allowances. Make three rows.3 Join the block rows and

sashing rows, alternating them as shown in the quilt assembly diagram below. The quilt center

should measure 45" square, including seam allowances.4 Join the white 2"-wide strips end to

end. From the pieced strip cut two 48"-long strips and two 45"-long strips. Sew the shorter

strips to opposite sides of the quilt center. Sew the longer strips to the top and bottom. The quilt



top should measure 48" square, including seam allowances.5 Join the red 6"-wide strips end to

end. From the pieced strip cut two 59"-long strips and two 48"-long strips. Sew the shorter

strips to opposite sides of the quilt center. Sew the longer strips to the top and bottom. The quilt

top should measure 59" square.FINISHING THE QUILTFor more details on any of the finishing

steps, visit for free downloadable information.1 Layer the quilt top with batting and backing;

baste the layers together.2 Quilt by hand or machine. The quilt shown is machine quilted using

an allover clamshell design.3 Use the navy 2¼"-wide strips to make binding; attach the binding

to the quilt.FROM THE KITCHEN OF: Jen DalyRECIPE FOR:Christmas BaublesNo need for

tinsel or popcorn—it’s clearly the ornaments that make this tree! These miniature ornaments

provide the perfect opportunity to showcase your favorite holiday prints. Soon you’ll be

spreading good cheer with a festive Christmas tree quilt that’s just the right size for decking the

halls.YIELDSFINISHED QUILT: 18½" x 24"FINISHED BLOCK: 2" x 2¼"INGREDIENTSYardage

is based on 42"-wide fabric and one mini-charm pack (precut 2½" squares).!] yard of white print

for blocks and setting pieces42 squares, 2½" x 2½" each, of assorted prints for blocks and

border![ yard of gray solid for blocks¼ yard of red print for binding¾ yard of fabric for backing23"

x 28" piece of battingSorting the Mini-Charm SquaresBefore cutting, take a moment to sort the

mini-charm squares and decide which you plan to use for the Ornament blocks and pieced

border. Here are a few ideas to help:• Check the pack for duplicate prints and reserve the

duplicates for the border so that each Ornament block is unique.• Display your favorite prints in

the Ornament blocks.• Make sure that the prints you use for the Ornament blocks will contrast

well enough with the background fabric so they’ll stand out.CUTTINGAll measurements include

¼" seam allowances.From the white print, cut:• 2 strips, 1" x 42"; crosscut into 15 rectangles,

1" x 2¾"• 4 strips, 1![" x 42"; crosscut into:2 strips, 1![" x 21"88 squares, 1![" x 1!["• 2 strips, 1¼" x

42"; crosscut into:1 rectangle, 1¼" x 15"1 rectangle, 1¼" x 12½"1 rectangle, 1¼" x 10"1

rectangle, 1¼" x 7½"1 rectangle, 1¼" x 5"2 rectangles, 1¼" x 2½"• 1 strip, 3½" x 42"; crosscut

into:2 rectangles, 3½" x 6½"2 rectangles, 3½" x 5¼"2 rectangles, 3½" x 4"2 rectangles, 2¾" x

3½"• 1 strip, 7¾" x 42"; crosscut into:2 rectangles, 4¼" x 7¾"

Best of Moda Bake blooket, Best of Moda blooket, Best of Moda Best Buy, Best of Moda

Burger King, Best of Moda Boston Celtics, Best of Moda Britney Spears

Moda All-Stars - Cakewalk: A Carnival of Quilts That Begin with 10" Layer Cake Squares,

Moda All-Stars - On a Roll Again!: 14 Creative Quilts from Jelly Roll Strips, Playful Precut

Quilts: 15 Projects with Blocks to Mix & Match, Just One Charm Pack Quilts: Bust Your Precut

Stash with 18 Projects in 2 Colorways, Moda All-Stars - On a Roll: 14 Quilts That Start with 2

1/2" Strips, Moda Bake Shop - Did Someone Say Cake?: A Dozen Quilts from 10" Layer Cake

Squares, Fat Quarter Workshop: 12 Skill-Building Quilt Patterns, Season to Taste: Quilts to

Warm Your Home All Year Long, The Big Book of Quick-to-Finish Quilts: 54 Fast, Fun &

Fabulous Projects, Quilter's 10" Square Precut Companion: Handy Reference Guide & 20+

Block Patterns, Addicted to Scraps: 12 Vibrant Quilt Projects, Quilter's Precut Companion:

Handy Reference Guide + 25 Precut-Friendly Block Patterns, Easy Layer-Cake Quilts 2: More

Simple Quilts from 10" Squares, Jelly Roll Jam: Simple Quilts Made With 2-1/2" Strips, Jelly

Filled—18 Quilts from 2 1/2'' Strips: All Skill Levels, Moda All-Stars - Top the Table: 17 Quilt

Patterns for Runners, Toppers, and More!, The Practical Guide to Patchwork: New Basics for

the Modern Quiltmaker, Layer Cake, Jelly Roll and Charm Quilts, Moda Bake Shop - Rollin'
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Along: Quick and Easy Quilts from 2 1/2" Strips, Pat Sloan's Tantalizing Table Toppers: A

Dozen Eye-Catching Quilts to Perk Up Your Home, Sampler Spree: 100+ Fresh & Fun Quilt

Blocks, Easy Layer-Cake Quilts: Simple Quilts That Start with 10" Squares, Pat Sloan's Holiday

Celebrations: 17 Quilts and More for 6 Seasonal Occasions, A New Twist: Turn 6 Easy Blocks

into 12 Colorful Quilts, Fresh Fabric Treats: 16 Yummy Projects to Sew from Jelly Rolls, Layer

Cakes & More with Your Favorite Moda Bake Shop Designers

Judy, “For EVERYONE who loves art and color - not just quilts!!. Beautifully done volume for

those who are practitioners or just admirers! You will grab this from your bookshelf any time

you’d like a lift and a smile.  Highly recommend!”

Joyful Song, “Can't go wrong... Love Moda pattern books.”

Nurse linda, “Quilters rejoice! Beautifully done new patterns. This book had a section written

and illustrated by a friends daughter. Couldn’t resist!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “great book. exciting patterns easy to understand even for a beginner.

New patterns .Especially excited to try the popsicle  pattern.  Photos good also.”

GL, “Great book. I bought this to make quilts. Great variety of ideas.”

P. Selkirk, “Fabulous for Precuts AND Scraps!. Having received this book a few weeks ago, I

was immediately reminded of what I always appreciate about Moda Bakeshop books: They're

so well-written! This book contains 15 patterns ('recipes') for creating with a variety of precuts

from 2-1/2" mini charms all the way up to fat quarters - and everything in between. I tend to be

a scrappy quilter, which easily suits these patterns as well. There are plenty of illustrations

throughout that support quick understanding for how the blocks and quilts come together,

which is always appreciated by those of us that tend to steal away to whip up a quick block

when a spare moment presents itself. Also plentiful are handy tips and tricks throughout for

things like chain piecing, fabric selection, and working with directional prints My first project

from this book is Jen Daly's 'Christmas Baubles' wallhanging (page 13-17). It's mini-charm

friendly and I'm looking forward to stealing away more time to make more of these sweet little

ornaments, as well as other projects in this book. Highly recommend!”

Lydia Smith, “This book is awesome!!. There are so many beautiful quilt patterns it's difficult to

choose. The photos are perfect and the patterns are well written and easy to follow. There are

many helpful tips and options for ideas for each quilt. I can hardly wait to get started with the

Fairground quilt!!”

Susan Hofstetter, “I want to make each one!. Great quilt designs with a nice clean look. I

especially liked the Christmas wall hanging by Jen Daly.”

Katfish93, “Such a beautiful collection of quilt patterns!. I love this collection of quilt patterns. I

actually can't decide which one I want to try out first! Highly recommend.”

Lisa Manning, “Love this book!!!. So many patterns that are to die for and I want to make them



all”

LESGGY, “Modèles très colorés. Beaucoup de bonnes idées”

The book by Lisa Calle has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 205 people have provided feedback.
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